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 Are You Planning a PURPOSEFUL LIFE?

Here's what Marc Middleton, Founder of Growing Bolder® has to say about Bajalia's
book, Planning A Purposeful Life

"Jeannette Bajalia is one of America's most trusted life and financial professionals. Her
groundbreaking work is helping transform an industry that has been slow to fully

understand the opportunity and the challenge of the longevity revolution.

While longevity can mean extra years of passion and purpose, it can also mean extra
years of disease, disability and morbidity. It also brings with it the very real and

frightening risk of outliving our money. So what can we do to not only live longer but also
enjoy it and be able to afford it? The answers are within these pages.

Is this a personal development book? A life-planning book? An active longevity book?
Yes. Yes. And Yes. All seamlessly woven together with and informed by Bajalia's personal

experiences as a caretaker, cancer survivor, corporate executive, frustrated financial
planning client, and later in life entrepreneur.

Planning a Purposeful Life, Secrets of Longevity features more than two dozen inspiring
and insightful interviews with nonagenarians and centenarians revealing the many

different paths to active longevity and underscoring the fact that this is the greatest
time in the history of humankind to be over 80 or 90 or even 100. Or at least, it can be.

Living a long life filled with passion and purpose is a goal that we should all aspire to but
one that demands careful and thoughtful planning. Planning a Purposeful Life is the

perfect place to start."

Growing Bolder® is a global multimedia network dedicated to smashing the negative
stereotypes of aging by sharing the stories of ordinary people living extraordinary lives.
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Eventually, however, it seems possible that we could achieve whole-brain emulation with live
subjectsFinance is my passion and gardening is my greatest satisfactionWhen lab mice drank water
laced with doxycyclinebut only two days a weekthey lived more than thirty per cent longerWe are
encoded with the belief that death is the mother of beautyTo repair tissue, you need to rejuvenate
stem cellsImagine you found a lamp on the beach, and a genie came out and granted you a wish,
Maris saidHe praised their work with enzymes that help regulate aging; with teasing out genes that
control life span in various dog breeds; and with a technique by which an old mouse is surgically
connected to a young mouse, shares its blood, and within weeks becomes younger.Joon Yun, a
doctor who runs a health-care hedge fund, announced that he and his wife had given the first two
million dollars toward funding the challengeBecause almost all of the great thinkers ultimately agree
that livingthe good life is one of both "savoring" and "saving."Any definition will be inadequate to
some degreeYou could have people living on the moons of Jupiter whod be modified in this way, and
they could physically harvest energy from the gamma rays they were exposed to.Likewise, the most
proven way for a man to live fourteen years longer than average is to become a eunuchThis is the
customary serial-specialist approach to aging, which tackles it symptom by symptom: lets restore
those eyes, then send you down the street for a 3-D-printed kidney.Last fall, Unity raised a hundred
and sixteen million dollars from such investors as Jeff Bezos and Peter Thiel, billionaires eager to
stretch our lives, or at least their own, to a span that Thiel has pinpointed as foreverDoerr had just
turned sixtyAnother scientist whos familiar with Calicos workings said that its pursuing its mission
judiciously, but that the company began, fatally, as a vanity projectIn the early nineties, research on
CI am stressing that its a plus to love where you liveYou might need to reinvent, re-skill or re-tool
yourself to get another job because the industry you have been working in may be downsizingHe
laughedHe glanced at Elysiums P.RBut to fix the body-as-computer requires an in-depth
understanding of whats going on in your cells at a molecular levelIn Monterey, California, a clinic will
give you young plasma for eight thousand dollars a popbut you have no idea what its doing to
youThis means if you click on the link and purchase the item, I will receive an affiliate
commissionThese scientists focus on the time line: since 1900, the human life span has increased by
thirty yearsand so, as a consequence, have cancer, heart disease, stroke, diabetes, and dementiaIm
actually a little more optimistic than Aubrey, he saidAging is the leading precondition for so many
diseases that aging and disease are essentially metonymsThe scientific consensus transformedIts
the human condition!If we are breathing and actively participating on this earth, we can be
guaranteed that we will experience an unexpected life event that will create a financial hardshipThe
great majority of longevity scientists are healthspanners, not immortalistsGet the right kind of life
insurance for your unique needsHe swallows some ninety pills a day, including metformin; Basis; a
coenzyme called Q10, for muscle strength; and phosphatidylcholine, to keep his skin suppleThe
stylish former dress shop owner says, "I was a good advertisement for the merchandise I selected on
my frequent buying trips to New York." (MORE:Do You Have What It Takes to Age in Good Health?) 3
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